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This week in ISM was an extremely productive week. I did a great job with staying on                 

task, managing my time and being proactive. I turned in my interview assessment on Tuesday,               

revised original work proposal on Wednesday and my Research Showcase invitation on            

Thursday. This was my best week, as far as time management.  

Moving on, this week I had a talk with Mr. Spiece and he informed me that my original                  

work idea, creating a NFL terminology dictionary, was weak and that I should think of               

something else that would be more beneficial for my future. He suggested that I change my                

original work to filming videos of myself sideline reporting and compile them on my digital               

portfolio. I have taken Mr. Spiece’s advice into consideration and I will be creating a reel and                 

uploading my content on my digital portfolio and YouTube channel, BriTV. As I get going with                

my original work, I will need to conduct some more interviews with business professionals and               

local athletic staff in FISD in order to gain knowledge and permission to speak with players.  

Prior to Thanksgiving break, I conducted an e-mail interview with Mrs. Lindsey Draper.             

Originally we were going to have a phone interview, however, due to her busy schedule she was                 

unavailable. The information that she provided me with was extremely helpful and I will be               

typing up my interview assessment for Mrs. Draper next week.  

Finally, I emailed my mentor Ms. Tasha Wells today to inform her about the upcoming               

Research Showcase happening in January, as well as, to figure out our weekly schedule for               

mentor visits. I am very thankful for Ms. Well’s willingness to help me and I am very excited to                   

learn and build a great, professional, relationship with her.  

 


